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Law of the Farm 
rz1ie onfy tliing tliat entiures over time is tlie 'Law of tlie Parm', 
'You must prepare tlie arountl, plant tlie seea, cu{tivate, anti 
water if you e:{pect to reap tlie liarvest, 

- Stephen Covey 

The path from sowing to harvesting is a long one. A seed has to pass through many stages 
before it blossoms into a plant. A farmer who begins the process knows this natural order of 
things. He is aware enough to understand that attempting to speed up the process could only 
harm his crop, and thereby his financial security. He also knows that the process is susceptible 
to the vagaries of weather or the ravages of insects. However, the lack of a 'guarantee' does 
not prevent him from sowing the seed. 
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When we invest in equities, we are actually owning a small share of that company. A successful 
business takes time to be built and even after that could always be undermined due to internal 
and external setbacks. However, citing the lack of guaranteed success, as a reason for not 
investing, will only deprive us of the myriad benefits of equity investing. 

Also, attempting to get rich speedily by purchasing shares of shady companies whose 
promoters rig prices / relying on stock-market 'tips~ etc. is akin to speeding up the process 
of farming. It could harm you financially. 
Hence, it is necessary to think in terms of years, not months, while choosing to invest in 
equities. 
This is a good time to recount three memorable quotes by Warren Buffett: 

"!No matter fiow great tfie taCent or efforts, some tfii1llJs just ta~ time. 'You 
can't proauce a 6a6y in one montfi 6y getti1llJ nine women pregnant. JJ 

"qJie stocR,.ma~t is a ae1Jice for transferri1llJ money from tfie impatient to tfie 
patient. JJ 

"If you aren't tfiinfj1llJ a60ut owni1llJ a stocijor ten years, aon't even tfiinR,. 
a60ut owni1llJ it for ten minutes. JJ 

Volatility cannot be avoided 

All of us crave stability and fear volatility. Consequently, many avoid investing in equities, 
saying they are too volatile. However, is life always stable? No. It is not. All of us have 
experienced the highs and lows that life has to offer. Yet, hardly anyone has stopped living 
due to that. 
Very few have always stayed indoors merely because 'anything may happen' once they move 
out. Most of us want new experiences, even though we are not entirely certain that those 
experiences will always be pleasant. However, most of us are also sensible enough to take 
adequate safeguards. 
Similarly, volatility cannot be avoided while investing in equities. However, it can certainly be 
managed by adhering to time-tested investment principles and following a robust investment 
process. 
While you may suffer from quotational losses (fall in share prices) during bearish times, 
stocks of good companies will bounce back when times improve. Hence, purchasing stocks of 
good companies at reasonable valuations will protect you from the threat of permanent loss 
of capital. 
Benjamin Graham, the doyen of value investing reminds us ... 

((P.Jcpect volatility and' cp,ofit from It. JJ 
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The 'Best' Time to invest? 
Stockmarkets are ruled by the twin emotions of greed and fear. 
Greed causes us to purchase stocks even after a long bull run hoping they will go even 
higher. There are also some 'smart investors' who know they are being foolish by buying 
high but aspire to sell these stocks at an even higher price to a greater fool. 
Similarly, most fear to invest after a long bear run, fearing that prices will plummet even 
further. However, this is the time when low valuations induce astute investors to begin 
purchasing, ignoring the warnings of the gloomy crowd around them. Often, it is these 
same investors who sell at a much higher valuation a few years down the line. 
You too can join their ranks by gauging when you feel most fearful about investing in 
equities, and then going ahead and doing exactly that. 

II(j'ear, greed aM liope lia-ve destroyed more pottfoEio -value tlian any recession 
or depression we lia-ve e1Jer 6een tlirougli. 

-James O'Shaughnessy,American 
investor. 

Guessing tops and bottoms ... 
A waste of time 

All of us want to buy at the bottom and sell at the top. But is that aspiration realistic, when 
none of us can really predict the future? 
Studies have shown that those who avoid needless activity and stay invested across market 
cycles, not only enjoy more peace of mind, but also end up wealthier. 
It is better to devote time to researching companies rather than trying to get rich by 
extrapolating market movements. 
At the most, market movements could help us approximate when to do the opposite of 
what others are doing (say, buy when others are selling), rather than blindly following the 
herd. But even this should be undertaken with caution. 
Whenever you get the urge to time the market, recollect this quote, attributed to John 
Maynard Keynes 

II 'I1ie mar~t can remain irrational (onger tlian you can remain so(-vent. 11 

"If at a(( you must time tlie mar~t, tlien 6e greetfy wlien otliers are fearful 
aiuf fearful wlien otliers are greetfy. 11 

Warren Buffet. 
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Mutual Funds .... An option to consider. 
As in other walks of life, successful investing is a function of the following: 
Ability, Willingness, Opportunity and Desire. 
Hence, while it is good to have the desire to invest, the willingness to devote 
time to it, and the patience to wait for a good opportunity to present itself, 
lack of ability to find good companies to invest in, can often be the biggest 

stumbling block. 
This could be due to us not being comfortable with numbers, not having an accounting 
background, being unable to read between the lines of management's rosy comments, 
etc. It could also be due to us not being able to keep a check on our emotions. 
If so, investing through equity mutual fund schemes, is the next best option. These offer 
you diversification, professional management and tax- efficiency at a reasonable cost. 
Hence, do not refrain from investing merely because you do not have the ability to choose 
good companies. 
Of course, all schemes are not created the same. You will have to still have to undertake 
some research into finding a scheme suitable for you. Also, it is prudent to consult your 
investment advisor before proceeding. 
«:Mutua{ funds were created to ma~ investing easy, so consumers wouftfn't liave 
to 6e 6urdened witli picRjng individual stoCRJII- Scott coo{ 
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Disclaimer: 

~ BSE & NSE Cash ~ Futures & Options 

~ SSKI Depository ~ Internet Trading 

Nothing contained in this publication shall constitute or be deemed to constitute an offer to sell/purchase or as an invitation or 
solicitation to do so for any securities of any entity, Swap Consultants Pvt. Ltd. and/or its Affiliates make no representation as to the 
accuracy, completensess or reliability of any information contained herein or otherwise provided and hereby disclaim any liability 
with regard to the same. Swap consultants Pvt. Ltd. or its officers, employees, personnel, directors may be associated in a 
commercial or personal capacity or may have a commercial interest including as proprietary traders in or with the securities and/ 
or companies or issues or matters as contained in this publication and such commercial capacity or interest whether or not 
differing with or conflicting with this publication, shall not make or render Swap Conslutants Pvt. Ltd, liable in any manner 
whatsoever and Swap Consultants Pvt. Ltd, or any of its officers, employees, personnel, directors shall not be liable of any loss, 
damage, liability whatsoever for any direct or indirect loss arising from the use or access of any information that may be displayed 
in this publication from time to time, 
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From: 
The Investigator 
Swap Consultants Pvt.Ltd. 
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